Sample Itinerary
 Volunteer in Israel Mission
We stand with Israel.

For More Information:
Contact Ilana Stoehr
istoehr@jnf.org
212-879-9305 x255
SUNDAY – ARRIVAL/WELCOME

➤ GROUP TRANSFERS FROM BEN GURION AIRPORT TO THE HOTEL
➤ DINNER AT THE HOTEL
➤ ORIENTATION
➤ OVERNIGHT: Hotel in Tel Aviv, Be’er Sheva, or Sde Boker - TBD

MONDAY – HASHOMER HACHADASH

➤ BREAKFAST AT THE HOTEL
➤ EARLY MORNING DEPARTURE FROM THE HOTEL
➤ AGRICULTURAL WORK WITH HASHOMER HACHADASH
   A youth volunteer program dedicated to safeguarding the land in the Negev and Galilee in partnership with Jewish National Fund-USA. Help on one of their farms by picking vegetables and other crops to help avoid a massive shortage in the Israeli food market.
➤ BOXED LUNCH ON SITE
➤ PACKING SUPPLIES AT LAUDER CENTER, BE’ER SHEVA
   The Lauder Employment Center serves as a central organization for forming partnerships between Negev-based employers, employment agencies, and job seekers. With relationships established with over 300 employers, the Center helps thousands of people find job opportunities and assists employers in recruiting quality personnel
➤ JNF-USA SPEAKER & DINNER AT LAUDER CENTER
➤ OVERNIGHT: Hotel in Tel Aviv, Be’er Sheva, or Sde Boker - TBD
TUESDAY – HASHOMER HACHADASH

➤ BREAKFAST AT THE HOTEL

➤ EARLY MORNING DEPARTURE FROM THE HOTEL

➤ AGRICULTURAL WORK WITH HASHOMER HACHADASH
   A youth volunteer program dedicated to safeguarding the land in the Negev and Galilee in partnership with Jewish National Fund-USA. Help on one of their farms by picking vegetables and other crops to help avoid a massive shortage in the Israeli food market.

➤ BOXED LUNCH ON SITE

➤ VISIT TO SOROKA HOSPITAL – DELIVER PACKED SUPPLIES

➤ JNF-USA SPEAKER & DINNER AT AMHSI SOUTH CAMPUS

➤ OVERNIGHT: Hotel in Tel Aviv, Be’er Sheva, or Sde Boker - TBD
WEDNESDAY – SAR-EL

➤ BREAKFAST AT THE HOTEL

➤ 8:00 AM - DEPART HOTEL

➤ VOLUNTEER WITH SAR-EL AT AN ARMY BASE
   Sar-El: The National Project for Volunteers for Israel, is a non-profit organization that allows American Volunteers to come to Israel and serve logistical roles in the Israel Defense Forces.

➤ LUNCH ON THE BASE

➤ DINNER AT THE HOTEL

➤ OVERNIGHT: Hotel in Tel Aviv, Be’er Sheva, or Sde Boker - TBD
THURSDAY – ADI NEGEV

➤ BREAKFAST AT THE HOTEL AND CHECKOUT
➤ EARLY MORNING DEPARTURE FROM THE HOTEL
➤ VOLUNTEER AT ADI NEGEV
   A one-of-a-kind rehabilitative village in Southern Israel that provides high-level medical services and unparalleled care to individuals with severe cognitive and physical disabilities.
➤ LUNCH IN ADI NEGEV
➤ TRAVEL TO JERUSALEM
➤ VISIT TO THE WESTERN WALL/KOTEL
➤ DINNER
➤ BUS TRANSFER TO BEN GURION AIRPORT FOR RETURN FLIGHTS.
No one knows Israel better than JNF-USA.